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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Hello, Everyone. Thank you for taking the time to come and listen to my presentation on the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service’s Compensatory Mitigation Policy. My name is Stephanie Vail-Muse, and I am the Regional Energy Coordinator for the USFWS Northeast Region. This presentation discusses relevant definitions, the Service’s mitigation hierarchy, and the application and mechanisms of compensatory mitigation as well as provides an example of successful compensatory mitigation on the west coast involving the California Condor. At the end of the presentation, I have provided a list of the ecological field offices present in the northeast, and their websites.



DEFINITIONS
MITIGATION
• Actions taken to avoid, minimize, restore, and compensate for the loss of ecological 

values due to an activity

COMPENSATORY MITIGATION
• Replacement, substitution, enhancement, or protection of ecological values to 

offset anticipated losses caused by a permitted activity

SERVICE GOAL
Assisting Federal agencies in developing landscape-scale conservation programs for 
species that are designed to fully offset the effects of their actions (i.e., achieve “no 
net loss”), thereby contributing to the conservation of the species

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Effective mitigation is a powerful tool for furthering the Service’s mission to conserve, protect and enhance the resources we are responsible for and th application of this tool should be guided by the best available science and contemporary practices to provide the greatest benefits to the resources.



MITIGATION 
HIERARCHY

Step 1. Avoid 

Step 2. Minimize 

Step 3. Compensate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Compensatory mitigation is the third step in a sequence of actions that must be followed to offset impacts on resources. This mitigation sequence helps guide mitigation decisions and determine the type and level of mitigation required.Step 1: Avoid: Adverse impacts on resources are to be avoided if there is a practicable alternative with less adverse impact.Step 2: Minimize: If impacts cannot be avoided, appropriate and practicable steps to minimize adverse impacts must be taken.Step 3: Compensate: Appropriate and practicable compensatory mitigation is required for unavoidable adverse impacts which remain. The amount and quality of compensatory mitigation may not substitute for avoiding and minimizing impacts. For wind projects, as with any development, the reality is that not all impacts can be avoided. Even with full efforts at avoidance and minimization, impacts often remain including bird and bat mortality, habitat loss,  and fragmentation. For this reason, it is essential to understand and evaluate impacts as well as assess the need for offsets and compensatory mitigation. 



WHEN DO WE START 
TALKING ABOUT 
COMPENSATORY 
MITIGATION?

That can’t be avoided 
or minimized 

As soon as impacts have 
been identified



APPLICATION OF COMPENSATORY 
MITIGATION

Effective Siting
Landscape Scale

In-kind Mitigation 
for Species 

Reliable and 
Consistent 

Metrics

Judicious Use of 
Additionality

Reasonable Timing 
and Appropriate 

Duration
Durability

Effective 
Conservation 

Outcomes and 
Accountability

Effective 
Collaboration
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Presentation Notes
The Compensatory mitigation standards use a landscape scale approach to inform mitigation and aspire to meet the goal to maintain a “no net loss” of the current status of affected resources. Compensatory mitigation programs, projects, and measures that follow the mitigation principles and adhere to the standards set by the Service are likely to achieve the best conservation outcomes. This policy encourages Service personnel to collaborate with our partners to develop and implement compensatory mitigation measures and programs through a landscape scale approach to achieve the best possible conservation outcomes for project activities. The Service provides opportunities for stakeholder participation in the development of landscape-scale strategies through appropriate public processes such as those used by programmatic HCPs. Programmatic approaches to compensatory mitigation often have the advantages of advanced planning and economies of scale to 1. achieve “no net loss” in species conservation and 2. reduce the unit cost of compensatory mitigation, and 3. improve regulatory procedural efficiency. 



COMPENSATORY MITIGATION MECHANISMS

Mitigation Mechanism Responsible Party Credits 
Generated

Responsibility 
Transferable

Permittee-responsible 
Mitigation Site Permittee No No

Conservation Bank Program Bank Sponsor Yes Yes

In-lieu Fee Program Site In-lieu Fee Sponsor Yes Yes

Habitat Credit Exchange Site
Exchange Administrator, Mitigation 

Sponsor, or other identified 
responsible entity

Yes Yes

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Compensatory mitigation mechanisms can be divided broadly into habitat-based mechanisms and other non-habitat-based mitigation programs or projects. Whatever mechanisms are selected, the Service expects compensatory mitigation to provide equivalent conservation for the species to that loss as a result of the action. Permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation is actions that the permittee takes that provide ecological functions and services as part of the conservation measures associated with the permittee’s proposed action. While they are often in the form of conserved and managed compensatory mitigation sites, they can also include non-habitat actions that provide the necessary offsets.  Under the permittee responsible for compensatory mitigation, the permittee retains responsibility for ensuring the required compensatory mitigation is completed and successful. Conservation Bank: A conservation bank is a site or a suite of sites, that is conserved and managed in perpetuity and provides ecological functions and services expressed as credits for specified species that are later used to compensate for adverse impacts. Bank sponsors may be public or private entities. The mitigation sponsor must ensure the required compensatory mitigation measures for a permitted action are completed and successful. The bank sponsor assumes the responsibility for the success of the compensatory mitigation from a permittee typically through the transfer of credits. Conservation banks provide mitigation in advance of impacts, legal obligations granting certainty of perpetual conservation, and sufficient endowment for long-term management of the habitat. In-lieu Fee Program: These programs may be sponsored by a government agency or an environmental, conservation-based, non-for-profit organization with a mission that is consistent with species or habitat conservation. The in-lieu fee sponsor collects fees from permittees that the Service has approved to use in the program, instead of providing permittee-responsible compensatory mitigation. When the program has collected sufficient funds, the sponsor will establish an in-lieu fee site that meets the mitigation requirements for the impactsHabitat Credit Exchange: These are relatively new and warrant additional care and consideration when proponents are considering them as mitigation mechanisms. A habitat credit exchange is an environmental market that operates as a  clearinghouse in which an exchange administrator manages credit transactions between compensatory mitigation providers and project permittees. Exchanges help connect mitigation providers and users to provide ecological functions and services expressed as credits that are conserved and managed for specified species and are used to compensate for adverse impacts occurring elsewhere to the same species. 



CALIFORNIA CONDOR CONSERVATION PLAN

Funding Need Per Unit Cost Estimated 
Years

Estimated Total 
Cost Funding Assurances

Condor Risk 
Minimization Program

$200,000/year +2.5% 
escalation/year 30 years $8,780,541 Operations budget

Mitigation

$90,000 per condor keeper FTE per 
year (2.5% escalator) = $10,000 per 

year to transport additional condors 
to release sites

5 years $527,822

First 3 years ($308,181) paid within 12 
months of ITP issuance, then annually 

out of Operations budget until 
mitigation is fully funded

Monitoring Incorporated in cost of on-site 
operations personnel - - Operations budget

Adaptive Management $250,000 - $500,000 Corporate guarantee

Information 
Management and 

Reporting

Incorporated in cost of on-site 
operations personnel - - Operations budget

Contingency Fund 5% of total minimization cost - $400,000 Corporate guarantee

Total Mitigation = 2 adults x 3 captive-raised condors per adult =  
6 captive-reared releasable condors

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Wind energy is on the landscapeMitigation measures include minimizing impacts Compensatory Mitigation measure – Produce MORE condors than the captive breeding programsTotal Mitigation = 2 adults x 3 captive-raised condors per adult = 6 captive-reared releasable condors



CONTACT US – ECOLOGICAL SERVICES

Regional Energy Coordinator – Stephanie Vail-Muse
• Stephanie_vail-muse@fws.gov
Maine Field Office
• https://www.fws.gov/office/maine-ecological-

services
New England Field Office
• https://www.fws.gov/office/new-england-

ecological-services
Long Island Field Office
• https://www.fws.gov/office/long-island-

ecological-services
New York Field Office – Onshore and Solar
• https://www.fws.gov/office/new-york-ecological-

services-field

Pennsylvania Field Office – Onshore and Solar
• https://www.fws.gov/office/pennsylvania-

ecological-services/contact-us

Chesapeake Bay Field Office
• https://www.fws.gov/office/chesapeake-bay-

ecological-services
West Virginia Field Office – Onshore and Solar

• https://www.fws.gov/office/west-virginia-
ecological-services

Virginia Field Office  -
https://www.fws.gov/office/virginia-ecological-
services

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The challenge of conserving wildlife and healthy, connected habitats in the age of climate change requires us and our partners to look forward, learn from the past, and apply new ways of thinking, learning about, and co-existing with the natural world. For over 150 years, we’ve applied the skill, determination, creativity, and commitment needed to conserve our nation’s natural resources. What will the next 150 years of conservation look like? Please feel free to reach out to myself or any of our Ecological Service Field Offices if you have any questions wirth regards to bird and bat monitoring, threatened and endangered species, or would like to discuss how you can be part of the  next 150 years of conservation strategies 
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